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for rent

2 BED CONDO, WORTHING BEACH, SOMERLEY 303

Christ Church, Barbados

Apartment 303 at Somerley is a well maintained 2 Bed/2 Bath apartment centrally located in Worthing,

Christ Church. With an open concept layout and boasting a large living area and patio ñ this apartment is

perfect for entertaining.

The unit is outfitted with ceiling fans and three AC units ñ one in each bedroom as well as one in the living

area. The kitchen boasts electric appliances and includes a dishwasher for your convenience.

Both bedrooms open up onto small patios. The large master bedroom has an en-suite bathroom and walk in

cupboard whilst the guest bedroom has a slightly smaller built in closet. The second bathroom is located

just off of the living room.

The Somerley building is secure with a coded entry and private and gated car parking area. Elevator access

will take you to the third floor to unit #303 or to the top deck where the communal pool and entertaining

area are located. There is a BBQ on this deck for use of the residents as well as a bathroom for convenience.

The beach is accessible through a path at the side of the building. This property is being offered furnished

and available from March 1st 2021

2 months minimum rental

JNVA

For viewings, more information or to secure this property, please contact us:

Barbados Office: +1 246 289 3078Alternatively: Agent: +1 246 822 4336

International customers call:Miami/USA: +1 305 600 1778United Kingdom: +44 20 7097 5333



More Information

? This listing is over 365 days old. ?Property Reference:  23820

Rental Price:  $4,500 BBD /month

External Link:  External Link: 
Link

Yes Name: NVEST EstatesTelephone: +1 (246) 2893078

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  Condo/Apartment

Bedrooms:  2
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